TYPES OF RALLIES

INTERNATIONAL RALLIES
Great food, entertainment and seminars
on coach care and the RV lifestyle are
hallmarks of BAC international rallies.
These rallies can precede or follow FMCA
(Family
Motor
Coach
Association)
conventions, which are usually held twice
a year. There can be 75 to 200 Beaver
coaches participating. BAC is a chapter of
FMCA, and BAC international rallies
provide an opportunity for our Board of
Directors to conduct official club business.

your drive. These rallies often run a
caravan of coaches to BAC international
rallies; or the group may just tour a scenic
area together. Some are even mystery
rallies with unannounced routes and
surprises along the way. Past rolling rallies
have included tours of Alaska, Canada,
and the “Grand Circle” four corners region.

REGIONAL RALLIES
Volunteer rally masters organize regional
rallies throughout the United States and
Canada. All members are invited to join
the rallies and enjoy the highlights of the
area. Rally activities may feature tourist
attractions, local food specialties, festivals
or entertainment, but they always include
the famous Beaver camaraderie. Past
rallies have included the Albuquerque
Balloon Fiesta, Rose Parade, Branson,
and the Death Valley 49er Encampment.
Regional rallies are usually small (5 to 25
coaches) and are a good way to have fun
while getting to know BAC members.

Beaver steak crew at Surfin’ San Diego

Rally Sign-up Hints

Music & Memories Rally in Moultrie, GA

ROLLING RALLIES

Santa Fe Siesta and Fiesta

Rolling rallies make traveling fun and
easy. The volunteer rally master does all
the planning, makes the arrangements at
the RV parks, and finds the best places to
eat and visit along the way. They also
make sure that you have traveling
companions so you are not alone during

Many of our rallies fill up quickly, so check
BAC newsletter Beaver Tales or the BAC
web site often. The Beaver Tales is in
member’s mailboxes and online by the first
week of March, June, September, and
December. Complete the registration form
from Beaver Tales (or online for some) and
mail with a deposit, to the rally master. If
you are not yet a member, call the rally
master and ask if there are openings for a
“Beaver Guest.” You may attend one rally
without being a member of BAC.
Even if a rally is full, get on the waiting list.
Most rallies have people who have to
change their plans. BAC prides itself on
making new members feel welcome. We
would love to meet you, and we think you
would love the activities and support
provided by the members of the club. So
why not come out and join the fun.

